SPECIALIST
IN MOVEABLE
FLOORS

MOVEABLE FLOORS
Always the right depth
A moveable pool floor allows you to infinitely adjust the depth of your pool.
With it, your pool offers optimal comfort, swimming pleasure and possibilities
for every group of users.

Inducon designs and produces your swimming pool floor entirely according
to your wishes: with a tilting deck, integrated steps and variable sections. The
movable floor can be installed with a very low build-in height, so it affects the
pool depth in existing pools as little as possible. The movable floor does not
compromise on safety, ease of use and water hygiene.

The floor moves by means of the push-chain system. This is an extremely
strong and solid system which is driven by electric motors underneith the
deck. This system hardly requires any structural modifications due to the lack
of moving and/or mechanical parts running through the pool rim. The pool
floor also remains free of cabling and mechanics which makes it a clean and
slim solution.

In its highest position, the movable floor has a covering and insulating
function. This ensures a considerable saving on the pool’s energy costs. In
addition, it reduces the evaporation of pool water and chemicals, which leads
to less condensation and thus less corrosion of the building and inventory.

De Inducon beweegbare vloer
Any desired fixed or sloping water depth
Forms an insulating cover
High load capacity and stability
Finish of your choice; plastic, tiles, natural stone
Very easy to operate
Numerous options available
Requires hardly any structural modifications
Also available for pre-existing baths

FLOORS PUBLIC
From toddler classes to diving lessons and everything in between
The height position of the Inducon floor is fully automatically adjustable, both
horizontally and tilted. In the highest position, the floor transforms your pool
into a sturdy platform with an insulating function.

The public sector requires user-friendly, robust and safe solutions. Inducon
understands this like no other. Because we develop projects specifically
to the wishes of the customer, our installations fit both new and existing
pools. There are numerous options available. For example, you can equip
your bath with a lift for people with disabilities, a slope or integrated and fully
automatic stairs. When the floor only covers half of a pool, it is fitted with a
moving lid.

FLOORS PRIVATE
Pool becomes terrace, terrace becomes pool
A movable floor allows you to change the entire decor of your pool and its
surroundings at the push of a button. Aesthetics and functionality go hand in
hand. Inducon understands that you are looking for an efficient solution that
fits into your scenery.
Inducon offers customised solutions. For example, a floor can be fitted with
an integrated staircase or platform. The high load-bearing capacity makes
the floor suitable for heavy materials such as tiles of natural stone. The
surface is strong enough to be used as a terrace or dance floor. In its highest
position, the floor forms an even surface together with the stairs and the
surrounding platform. In this way, it directly insulates and covers the basin
and is completely child-proof.

